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Portland, OR – January 31, 2013 – onOne Software, Inc., a leading developer of innovative, 

time-saving solutions for photographers of all skill levels, has announced a special upgrade offer 

for owners of Nik Software plug-ins. Any person who owns any version of Color Efex Pro™, Silver 

Efex™ Pro, HDR Efex Pro™, Dfine, Viveza, Sharpener Pro™, or the Nik Software Complete 

Collection may upgrade to onOne Software’s all-in-one image editing solution, Perfect Photo 

Suite™ 7 Premium Edition for only $149.95, which is a 50% savings off the regular price. This offer 

is valid for a limited time and may not be combined with any other offer. 

 

Perfect Photo Suite 7 Premium Edition seamlessly integrates all of onOne Software’s highly 

acclaimed products to address a wide variety of image editing and post-processing tasks important 

to today’s photographers. It includes the new Perfect B&W™ for black and white conversion, 

Perfect Portrait™ 2 for simply easy portrait retouching, Perfect Layers™ 3 for a layered workflow 

without Photoshop, Perfect Effects™ 4 for creative effects, Perfect Mask™ 5.2 for background 

replacement, Perfect Resize™ 7.5 for image enlargement and print preparation, and FocalPoint™ 2 

for depth of field control after the shot. Perfect Photo Suite 7 Premium Edition works to support a 

photographer’s workflow of choice, whether it is used as plug-in to Adobe Photoshop, Photoshop 

Elements, Lightroom, or Apple Aperture, or as a standalone application. 

 

“It has always been a key part of our mission to offer simple yet powerful tools to everyone who 

loves photography, such as the passionate customers of Nik Software.” said Craig Keudell, 

president of onOne Software. “With the ever changing industry we live in, we want to express our 

ongoing commitment to every photographer by making it easier to get the tools and the continued 

support they need to create the images they want.” 
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Perfect Photo Suite 7 Premium Edition offers unique editing and post-processing capabilities, such 

as natural and realistic portrait retouching, depth of field control, a layered workflow, background 

replacement, and image enlargement. It also offers workflow support for Photoshop, Lightroom, 

Aperture, and as a standalone, all in the same product.  

 

Powerful and intuitive brush options for selective control can be found throughout the Perfect 

Photo Suite. Masking and retouching brushes similar to those found in Photoshop allow users to 

add and remove effects with simple brush strokes and achieve precise and amazing results. A 

brand new Perfect Brush option is also available in Perfect B&W, Perfect Portrait 2, Perfect Layers 

3 and Perfect Effects 4, allowing for precise edge-detection that smoothly applies or removes 

adjustments to a specific areas without crossing over the edges around it. For personalized support, 

owners of Perfect Photo Suite 7 Premium Edition can contact customer and technical service 

representatives via email and phone, as well as access a growing library of online resources at 

www.ononesoftware.com. 

 

onOne Software is committed to long-term, ongoing support for their products by continuing the 

development of customer-requested features, compatibility with new operating systems, and 

improvements to performance, as well as making available new presets, training videos, and 

weekly guidance for creative inspiration. Detailed information about the Perfect Photo Suite 7 

Upgrade Offer for Nik Software Customers is available at www.ononesoftware.com/nik 

 

Availability 

The Perfect Photo Suite 7 Premium Edition Upgrade for Nik Customers is now available from 

onOne Software. Customers who own Color Efex Pro, Silver Efex Pro, HDR Efex Pro, Dfine, 

Viveza, Sharpener Pro, or the Nik Software Complete Collection may purchase the Perfect Photo 

Suite 7 Premium Edition for only $149.95 at www.ononesoftware.com/nik. This upgrade offer is 

only available for the purchase of the Perfect Photo Suite 7 Premium Edition. Customers will be 

asked to verify the Nik Software product they have upon purchase. This offer will be valid for a 

limited time and may not be combined with any other offer or discount. A free 30-day trial of 

Perfect Photo Suite 7 Premium Edition is currently available at www.ononesoftware.com 
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About onOne Software 

onOne Software, Inc., a leading developer of innovative software tools develops timesaving 

software solutions for photographers of all skill levels. onOne Software solutions have been 

created to help photographers spend more of their time behind the camera taking pictures instead 

of the computer workstation. Such solutions include a wide range of easy-to-use standalone 

applications and plug-in enhancements for Adobe Photoshop, Photoshop Elements, Photoshop 

Lightroom, Apple Aperture, and iPhone and iPad applications. Founded in 2005, onOne Software 

is a privately held company located in Portland, Oregon. For additional information, visit 

www.ononesoftware.com. 

 

Press Contact: Amy Chan, onOne Software, achan@ononesoftware.com, 503-968-1468 x 137 

General Press Inquiries: press@ononesoftware.com 

Online Press Center: www.ononesoftware.com/press 

onOne Software Blog: www.ononesoftware.com/blog 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/onOneSoftware 

Twitter: www.twitter.com/onOneSoftware 

Google+: www.ononesoftware.com/plus 
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